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Make a fix version required and add a comment

On this page

Configuration | Related use cases

Use case

In the following use case the transition can only be executed, if a fix version is set and a comment has 
ed.been add

Configuration

Add the validator to the desired transition or create a new transition.

Field

Choose and select  .Fix version/s  is required

Field

Choose and select .Comments  must be changed

The following parameters are  , if you are configuring this use case as a . only available validator

Validator only

Error message

A fix version must be set and a comment must be added in order to proceed.

Related use cases



Use case JWT 

feature

Workflow 

function

Use case description Complexity

Check for at least 
one component

Fields 
required

Fields 
required or 
changed

Require a at least one .component

This use case is valid for both  conditions and validators. The only 
 difference is that you can specify an additional error message whe

n using a validator.

BEGINNER

Make a fix version 
required and add a 
comment

Fields 
required or 
changed

Require a  and add a .fix version comment

This use case is valid for  validators.

BEGINNER

Make the assignee 
required

Fields 
required

Fields 
required or 
changed

Require a non empty .assignee

This use case is valid for both  conditions and validators. The only 
 difference is that you can specify an additional error message whe

n using a validator.

BEGINNER

Resolution must be 
empty

Fields 
required

Fields 
required or 
changed

Not allow a  to be set.resolution

This use case is valid for both  conditions and validators. The only 
 difference is that you can specify an additional error message whe

n using a validator.

BEGINNER

If you still have questions, feel free to refer to our support team. 
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